
MVTR MEETING NOTES 4 November 2020  
Freedom Cycle, Concord, NH 

 
Vice President Chip Fredette presided over the meeting, calling it to order at 7:15 pm 
with 12 members present. 
 
 
Hopkinton Everett Riding Area 

 Bureau of Trails Chief Chris Gamache is scheduled to retire at the end of the year. 
Due to budget constraints the state requisition to replace him is not open at this 
time. When the position does get filled, Tom Levesque would like to meet with 
the new Chief to review the memorandum of understanding for the maintenance 
of the riding area by MVTR. 

 Lumber is ready for delivery to rebuild the bridge on the Stark Pond trail. Trail 
Administrator Jim Soucy wants to schedule the delivery to just before bridge 
reassembly. Trail Master Andre Marois (absent) needs to schedule work parties. 
The race season may not be over for Andre, and he still may not have weekends 
free. There was some discussion if the sufficient quantity of lumber was ordered. 
There was further discussion of the logistics of moving the heavy timbers. 

 A partial delivery of Geomat is available now, one of the two sizes ordered. The 
balance of the order in December or January. Can we use the partial now, or wait 
for full order and store it until spring? Only Trail Master Andre Marois knows 
where it is to be installed. 
 

NHOHVA Annual Meeting 
 Tom Levesque and John Mesick attended the virtual meeting. 
 Tom spoke up for increased law enforcement at Hop-Ev. 
 Fish and Game asked the OHRV public to contact their legislators to ask for more 

funds. They used to have 60 Conservation Officers in the 1960s, before there 
were OHRVs. Now they are 35, with seven open slots. These open positions are 
not being filled due to budget constraints. 

 Terry Lambert implored for OHRV clubs to donate blood. She helps manage the 
blood supply at Dartmouth-Hitchcock and supplies are dangerously low. 

 
Recent Rides 

 Chip’s six-year-old son Weston competed in his first hare scramble, the Hard 
Knox in Granville, MA. He took second place! Chip’s wife had tears of joy for 
both Weston and Ben Kelly. 

 The Freedom Cycle Kids Ride on October 18th was a huge success with 60 riders. 
There were three outdoors courses in the dirt for different skill levels. Sea Coast 
Trail Riders were a big help, bringing additional bikes and riding gear. 

 Chip, Jay Lees, Josh Tessier, Jeff Daigle, and Bob DeRose have gotten their kids 
together to ride at various times. Jay expressed a desire that this should happen 
more regularly: It is the next generation of MVTR. 

 Other rides included the Well Digger and the Slip Shot. 
 Boo Smith related the running of the 24 Hours de Lemons with Dave Rauseo. 



2021 Classic Charity Ride 
 Tentatively scheduled for 12-13 June, subject to Covid-19. 
 Still working with NHMS to finalize the contract for the Kid’s Classic. 

 
 
Rock Crusher 

Tentatively scheduled for 10 July 2021, subject to Covid-19. 
 
  

Chip adjourned the meeting at 8:15 pm. 
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